
Be in control of your tactical team with the new NX PTT. Available 
in Single or Dual PTT channels. Can listen up to 4 radio channels 
simultaneously depending on radio using our NX Dual PTT. 

Our Code Red NX PTT’s feature a Nexus connector (not compatible 
with our modular series) wired to US NATO standard. The NX PTT 
features a constructed metal military grade design, waterproof 
connection (IP67) submersible PTT and a metal alligator clip 
affixes to uniform or clothing. 

INDUSTRY USAGE
The NX PTT line is our newest and popular line from Code Red. 
It’s compact and professional construction is made to withstand 
most harsh environments on the field. The versatility of our NX 
PTT’s can be assembled using our codeRED NX and PRO series 
headsets; which can be used in Military, Law Enforcement, SWAT 
and Airsoft. The NX PTT can also be used with Peltor and MSA 
Sordin headsets that use a TP-120 / U-174 US NATO standard 
connection.

DUAL CHANNEL BASICS
The concept of a Dual PTT is simple: you have two separate 
radio channels you want to monitor simultaneously while 
wearing a single headset and communicate using a single 
microphone.

The most common usage is on a tactical team where someone 
at supervisory level may need to support 2 or more teams in 
the field working in a coordinated fashion. Other examples 
might be a large-scale response to an emergency spread over 
a large geographic area or, in the military, the ability to 
coordinate an aerial strike with ground troops in the same 
general vicinity. In the corporate or academic security worlds 
might be the supervision of a security force on a large 
campus. Fundamentally, a single person may need to have 
instantaneous communication with similar, but separate, 
teams and control those resources.

The NX PTT line is our newest and popular line from Code Red. 
It’s compact and professional construction is made to withstand 
most harsh environments on the field. The versatility of our NX 
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The NX Single PTT features a Nexus 
connector (not compatible with our 
modular series) wired to US NATO 
standard. Features 1 PTT button and  
downlead for a single two-way radio. 

The NX Dual PTT features a Nexus 
connector (not compatible with our 
modular series) wired to US NATO 
standard. Features 2 PTT buttons and 
2 downleads for two separate 
two-way radios. Listen up to 4 
channels depending on the radio.

NX DUAL PTT K-B
The NX Dual PTT K-B features a 
Nexus connector (not compatible 
with our modular series) wired to US 
NATO standard. Features 2 PTT 
buttons and a single downlead for the 
Baofeng UV-82HP radio. Grey is 
Channel A, Black is Channel B.  

Like most Baofeng radios, the 
UV-82HP has a Dual Channel Monitor-
ing Mode. It comes with a dual PTT so 
you do not have to switch the A/B 
channel button to communicate on the 
2 channels.

Code Red NX PTT’s are a constructed military grade design, 
not a plastic consumer grade device. The metal alligator clip 
affixes to uniform/clothing. Both NX PTTs have a Molle clip 
that can be reversed to be used on left or right side of vest. 
The NX PTT connection to the headset is waterproof, with a 
rating of IP67. Can handle watery terrain.

Our NX PTT’s can be combined with our PRO/NX Series, Peltor 
and MSA Sordin headsets that use a US Nato Standard 
TP-120 / U-174 connection. 

Using our existing Quick Disconnect Adapters, we are able to offer extended
connectors on our NX PTT line. 

Now available for connectors: K, M, K2, M3, M4, M7, & M12



Our NX PTT’s and Headsets can be purchased individually to configure a custom 
personalized configuration. Using the TP-120 / U-174 US Standard NATO Connection, 

Peltor and MSA Sordin headsets can work seamlessly with our NX PTT’s.

Bone Conduction allows you to 
keep your ears open to have 
perfect situational awareness, 
with the addition of a Bone 
Conduction Microphone so you 
can still communicate while 
wearing a gas mask or SCBA.

Single Speaker allows you to 
keep one ear open to promote 
situational awareness, while 
the Boom Mic gives optimal 
transmission in high noise 
situations.

Bone Conduction allows you to 
keep your ears open to have 
perfect situational awareness, 
while the Boom Mic gives optimal 
transmission in high noise 
situations.

TBCH-PRO-B/M NX 
BONE CONDUCTION SPEAKER

PRO TACTICAL TEAMS TRAINING/ AIRSOFT

NX PTT HEADSETS

Bone Conduction allows you to 
keep your ears open to have 
perfect situational awareness, 
with the addition of a Bone 
Conduction Microphone so you 
can still communicate while 
wearing a gas mask or SCBA.

TBCH-PRO-S/R NX 
BONE CONDUCTION SPEAKERS 

Best for stealth situations, 
throat mics will allow the user 
to communicate with a whisper 
in low noise situations to 
keep your location and commu-
nications covert.

ASSAULT-PRO NX
TACTICAL THROAT MIC

CQB NX SPEAKER 
WITH BOOM MIC

BATTLE ZERO NX BONE 
CONDUCTION SPEAKERS

TECH TIP:
Need to switch your PTT to a more convenient side? 
Simply remove the screws on the Molle clip and reattach 
on the opposite side.



NX ACCESSORIES
We have developed accessories to go with our NX PTT’s that use a TP-120/ U-174 US 
Standard NATO Connection. These accessories can be used with our NX, Pro Series, 

Peltor and MSA Sordin headsets.

INFO@CODEREDHEADSETS.COM(858)486-9859

WWW.CODEREDHEADSETS.COMSTAY CONNECTED!
CALL OR EMAIL FOR QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AND PRICING!

MRC-NX JACK MRC-NX PLUG

MRC-NX 3.5
Adapter cord Nexus female to 3.5mm 
for iPhones or mobile devices using a 
3.5 mm connection. The MRC-NX-3.5 
adapts our codeRED NX and PRO series 
headsets for use with iPhone (with 
lightning adapter) or any device that 
uses the PC headset 3.5mm interface.

The MRC-NX Plug adapter allows you 
to plug our Modular series PTT into any 
device that uses the Nexus connector 
wired to the US NATO standard.

The MRC-NX jack allows you to plug in 
a Pro Series, NX Series, Peltor/M-
SA/OTTO headset wired to the US NATO 
standard into our Modular PTT and 
down lead.


